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Electrochemical reactions can exhibit considerable asymmetry, with the polarization behavior of

oxidation at a given metal|electrolyte interface differing substantially from that of reduction.

The reference-less, microcontact electrode geometry, in which the electrode overpotentials are

geometrically constrained to the working electrode (by limiting its area) is experimentally

convenient, particularly for fuel cell studies, because the results do not rely on accurate placement

of a reference electrode nor must oxidant and reductant gases be sealed off from one another.

Here, the conditions under which the critical assumption of this geometry applies—that the

overpotential at the large-area counter electrode can be ignored—is numerically assessed. It is

found that, for cells of sufficiently large area, the effective radius of the counter electrode

(which defines the area through which the majority of the current passes) can be expressed

directly as a function of electrolyte thickness and the materials properties, s, the conductivity

of the electrolyte, and k, the reaction rate constant for the electrochemical reaction at zero-bias.

From this effective radius and the true radius of the working electrode, the fraction of electrode

overpotential at the latter, defined as the extent of isolation, can be readily computed.

Experimental studies of hydrogen electro-oxidation/proton electro-reduction at the Pt|CsH2PO4

interface using two cells of differing dimensions both validate the computational results and

demonstrate that asymmetry in such reactions are readily revealed in the micro-electrode,

reference-less geometry. The study furthermore confirms the insensitivity of the results to the

precise placement of the working electrode, while indicating the importance of very high isolation

values (499%) to ensure that overpotential contributions of the counter electrode do not

influence the measurements, particularly as bias is increased.

1. Introduction

The quest for high power output fuel cells can be largely

equated to the quest for high performance components

(anode, cathode, electrolyte) which induce as small a voltage

drop as possible for a given fuel cell current. The current–

voltage (or I–V) characteristics of common electrolyte materials

generally obey Ohm’s law and as such minimization of the

voltage drop across the electrolyte is a straight-forward matter

of either increasing the ionic conductivity or decreasing the

electrolyte thickness (or a combination thereof). In contrast,

the I–V characteristics of fuel cell electrodes can vary widely,

and careful measurements are required if one is to elucidate

electrochemical reaction pathways and ultimately create high

performance fuel cells.

A relatively common method for the study of electrode

characteristics is alternating current impedance spectroscopy

at zero bias in a symmetric gas environment. That is, nominally

identical gas/electrode/electrolyte interfaces are present on

both sides of the cell, and, from the a.c. response, one obtains

the effective interfacial impedance. In such a configuration,

any forward reaction at one electrode is balanced by the

reverse reaction at the second electrode. As a consequence, it

is not possible from such a measurement to separately probe

the forward and reverse reactions, for example, of hydrogen

electro-oxidation/proton electro-reduction

H2
�! �

forward

reverse
2Hþ þ 2e� ð1Þ

Thus, the true I–V characteristics of the electrochemical

reaction of interest cannot be determined by this method.

The use of a reference electrode, placed at an appropriate

location, can circumvent the limitations of a two-electrode

geometry and reveal, independently, the behavior of the two

reactions implied by eqn (1). This strategy is often implemented

in conjunction with an asymmetric gaseous environment in

which one electrode is supplied with the reductant gas and the

second with the oxidant—creating a voltage across the

electrolyte—much as in fuel cell operation. While this

approach has provided important insight in many instances,

the challenges inherent in properly placing the reference

electrode and in obtaining sufficient seals are non-trivial and

can generate results that are difficult to interpret.1,2

An alternative to the reference-electrode method for the

study of asymmetry in electrochemical reactions, specifically,

reactions on solid oxygen ion conductors, was proposed by
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Fabry and Kleitz in 1974.3 These authors outlined a geometric

approach in which the interfacial area of the working electrode

is made very small relative to that of the counter electrode. It is

then presumed that, as a consequence of this geometric

asymmetry, the observed electrode response is dominated

by the behavior of the working electrode. Thus, at

non-zero current flow, with the reaction at the working

electrode occurring in only one direction, the polarization

characteristics specific to this direction are revealed. The

asymmetric geometry does not eliminate the contribution

of the electrolyte to the total voltage drop of the electro-

chemical cell; however, the electrolyte characteristics can be

evaluated using either current interrupt methods or impedance

spectroscopy.

In recent years, geometrically well-defined point and

patterned microelectrodes have received increasing attention

from the fuel cell community. However, few researchers

have exploited the benefits of the resultant constriction

of the electrochemical current at the working electrode.

In most instances a reference electrode is retained as part of

the configuration.4–9 In contrast to this trend, Fleig and

co-workers10–14 have adopted a point electrode geometry

that is explicitly reference-less. For dense, surface-limited

electrodes, the assumption that the point geometry has

effectively eliminated the contribution of the counter electrode

is likely valid. However, the microstructure examined bears

little relation to composite electrocatalyst mixtures employed

in ‘real’ fuel cells. Indeed, our preliminary studies using

Pt indicate a substantial difference in the electrochemical

behavior between solid and porous electrodes.15 In 2008,

Uda et al. proposed a refinement of the reference-less

method16 in which the area of the working electrode is

restricted, but the microstructure of interest is retained. In

principle, this allows one to take advantage of a measurement

geometry that is free of complications due to misalignment of

reference electrodes and apply it to a ‘realistic’ composite

electrode. Again, however, it is assumed, without direct

validation, that the response of the counter electrode is

negligible.

In the present work we carry out a combined computational

and experimental study to determine under which conditions

the critical assumption of the reference-less geometry—that

the counter electrode can be neglected—applies. The model

is verified, and the impact of the counter-electrode is discussed

in the specific context of electrochemical reactions at the

interface between platinum and the solid acid electrolyte

CsH2PO4. Viability of this electrolyte for fuel cell applications

has been demonstrated17 and, furthermore, for cells fabricated

with 25 mm thick membranes, it has been shown that

electrocatalysis is rate-limiting.18 Hence, study of the

Pt–CsH2PO4 interface has both scientific and technological

relevance. In the specific implementation of the reference-less

geometry here, the electrolyte contribution to the system

voltage drop is experimentally determined by a.c. impedance

spectroscopy. While this technique provides the added

advantage of revealing the occurrence of any multi-step

electrode processes, a detailed examination of electro-

chemical reaction pathways is beyond the scope of the

present study.

2. Model description

The geometry of interest, which displays cylindrical symmetry,

is shown in Fig. 1. An electrolyte disc of thickness t and radius

r0 is contacted along the entirety of one of its faces with a

counter electrode and on the opposing face with a centrally

placed microelectrode of radius rWE. The voltage at the

counter electrode is set at zero, and a fixed nonzero voltage

is applied at the working electrode.

The resulting potential distribution within the electro-

chemical cell, f(r, y) is a function of both radial position r

and vertical position y and is governed by Laplace’s equation,

given in cylindrical coordinates as

1

r

@

@r
r
@f
@r

� �
þ @

2f
@y2
¼ 0 ð2Þ

The (ionic) current density, j, through the electrolyte depends

on the potential gradient according to Ohm’s law, which, for a

cylindrical coordinate system and an isotropic medium is

given as

j = �srf(r, y) = jr (r, y) r̂ + jy(r, y) ŷ (3)

jr ¼ �s
@f
@r
; jy ¼ �s

@f
@y

ð4Þ

where s is the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte (taken to be

isotropic and independent of position), jr and jy are the current

densities in the radial and vertical directions, respectively, and

r̂ and ŷ are the unit vectors in the r and y directions,

respectively.

At the electrodes, the finite electrocatalysis kinetics generate

a potential drop across each of the electrode|electrolyte

interfaces, beyond the potential change induced by electro-

chemical equilibration between the metal and electrolyte. This

potential drop, referred to as the overpotential, Z, in the

general case, displays a non-linear dependence on current, as

already noted above. At sufficiently small overpotentials,

however, the behavior can be approximated as linear, and

the interfacial current density, j>, is proportional to the

overpotential according to

j> = kZ = �k (felectrolyte� fmetal
0 ) (5)

where the proportionality constant, k, is the reaction rate

constant (inversely proportional to the interfacial area specific

resistance and also taken to be independent of position),

felectrolyte is the potential at the electrolyte side of the interface,

and fmetal
0 is the potential at the metal side of the interface,

and, where appropriate, additional subscripts WE and CE are

used to specify these terms as being those of the working or

counter electrode, respectively. (The specification � ensures

that the overpotentials at the two electrodes are of the same

sign, with + for the working electrode and � for the counter

electrode.) For computational convenience but without loss of

generality, in writing eqn (5) the equilibrium Galvani potential

change at the electrode–electrolyte interface is taken to be

zero. This boundary condition further relates the overpotential
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at the electrode to the electrolyte properties. Specifically,

considering eqn (4) and (5) one obtains

Z ¼ j?
k
¼ �s

k

@f
@ŷ

����
y¼0;t

ð6Þ

The boundary conditions at the remaining electrolyte surfaces,

including the exposed upper boundary (i.e. that not covered by

the working electrode) and the two vertical boundaries at

r = 0 and r = r0 are simply that the flux is equal to zero.

At r = 0 the zero flux condition results from the axial

symmetry of the electrochemical cell. At the other two

boundaries, the zero flux condition is a result of electrical

insulation.

Along with the transport and Laplace equations, the

boundary conditions and the material properties, s and k,

fully define the potential profile within the electrochemical cell.

The solution, f(r,y), is obtained here numerically using an

in-house developed program based on the finite-volume

formalism and finite-difference discretization.19 The finite

volume approach enables representation of partial differential

equations as algebraic equations, whereas the finite difference

discretization provides the specific algebraic expression. Here,

Laplace’s eqn (2) is discretized on an axisymmetric cylindrical

coordinate system within the electrolyte. Since both eqn (2)

and the boundary conditions (5) are linear, the discretization

yields a system of linear algebraic equations with the

unknowns being the values {fi} defined at each grid point.

This system of equations is then solved iteratively to yield {fi}.

Because the gradient in the potential is much greater in the

vicinity of the working electrode than in that of the counter

electrode, the numerical mesh used for the computation was

made fine in the vicinity of the electrode interfaces (in the

regions close to r = 0, r = rWE and y = 0, y = t) and

progressively coarsened towards the center and insulating

boundaries. For a given mesh, convergence of {fi} was defined

to be satisfied when the relative variation of each fi became

smaller than a specified value, typically 10�8, whereas the

appropriate mesh resolution was assured by computing

{fi} for progressively finer meshes until the results became

insensitive to higher resolutions. An initial validation of the

solution procedure was performed by ensuring that, under

several limiting conditions, known analytical or computational

results were reproduced: (1) the Newman result for a

finite-radius point electrode in the limit of a semi-infinite

electrolyte;20 (2) the conventional parallel plate resistor result

in the limit of rWE = r0; and (3) the spreading resistance result

of Denhoff21 in the limit r0 - N and k = N.

An example of a typical computed potential distribution

profile is shown in Fig. 1 with current distribution normal to

the equipotential lines. Several points are noteworthy. First, as

implied through the use of a global reaction constant, it is

assumed here that the entirety of the interface between the

working electrode and electrolyte is electrochemically active.

That is, no attempt is made to simulate the real physical

situation in which isolated triple-phase boundaries within this

interface are the sites for electrochemical activity. Hence, the

simulation yields equipotential lines that vary smoothly in the

vicinity of the electrodes. Second, the majority of the flux

follows the shortest path from the working electrode to the

center of the counter electrode. That is, the current density is

at a maximum at close to r = 0 and falls rapidly as r

approaches r0. Turning to the behavior of the potential, at

the working electrode felectrolyte
WE varies only slightly with radial

position. In contrast, at the counter electrode, because of the

concentration of the flux close to r = 0, the potential

felectrolyte
CE displays a strong dependence on radial position.

Indeed, at any given radial position, the ratio between inter-

facial current density and overpotential is simply the rate

constant, as expressed in eqn (5), behavior that is captured

in Fig. 1(c).

Given that the electrode overpotentials are not single-value

quantities, it is not immediately obvious how one can compare

the relative contributions of these overpotentials to the total

voltage drop across the cell. Specifically, the challenge is to

define a single-valued effective voltage at the electrolyte side of

the interface. The approach taken here is as follows. It is

proposed that the interfacial power dissipation, P, obtained

Fig. 1 (a) Cell geometry in the reference-less configuration; (b) example of calculated equipotential and current vector lines (with selected

potential values as indicated); and (c) of overpotential and current density at the interface between the electrolyte and the counter electrode.

Calculations performed for k = 0.615 O�1 cm�2, s = 0.021 O�1 cm�1, t = 0.1 cm, rWE = 0.0691 cm, and r0 = 0.5 cm.
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from an integration of the position dependent quantities must

equal the power dissipation obtained from the evaluation of

single-valued parameters. Specifically, for the case of the

counter electrode positioned at y = 0, the power computed

from a point-wise integration is

P ¼ 2p
Z r0

0

jðr; y ¼ 0Þ � fðr; y ¼ 0Þrdr ð7Þ

whereas that expected from single-value parameters is

P ¼ IZeffCE ¼ 2p
Z r0

0

jðr; y ¼ 0Þ � rdr
� �

ZeffCE ð8Þ

where I is the total current (easily computed as a single value),

and ZeffCE is the effective electrode overpotential. Equating these

two definitions of power yields

ZeffCE ¼
R r0
0 jðr; y ¼ 0Þ � fðr; y ¼ 0ÞrdrR r0

0 jðr; y ¼ 0Þ � rdr
� � ð9Þ

A similar expression is readily obtained for the working

electrode by performing the integration at y = t. With these

overpotentials so defined, the extent of isolation, x, is simply

defined as the ratio of the overpotential at the working

electrode, ZWE, to the total electrode overpotential:

x ¼ ZWE

ZWE þ ZCE
ð10Þ

The closer this value to 1.0, the more effective the asymmetric

geometry in providing the desired electrochemical data. For a

geometry in which rWE r rCE = r0 (with kCE = kWE) the

isolation has a minimum possible value of 0.5.

From the overpotential at the counter electrode, eqn (9) and

the total current, the total interfacial resistance at the counter

electrode can be computed:

RCE ¼
ZCE
I

ð11Þ

If it is assumed that the area-specific interfacial resistance, R̃,

and in particular that of the counter electrode, R̃CE, is a fixed

material constant (equal to the inverse of the reaction rate

constant, k), the total interfacial resistance then implies an

effective area, and hence effective radius, reffCE, over which

the current density at the counter electrode is significant.

Specifically,

~RCE ¼
1

k
¼ RCEpðreffCEÞ

2 ) reffCE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

pkRCE

s
ð12Þ

This radius value is indicated in Fig. 1(c) and it is evident that

at r = reffCE the overpotential and current density have fallen

significantly, to 9.5% of their respective peak values.

3. Computational results

While it is possible to evaluate the effective radius of

the counter electrode, reffCE, using the numerical procedures

described above for any given set of input parameters, or even

to evaluate the dependence of reffCE on a particular parameter

with all others fixed, of greatest utility is a high-quality

analytical approximation that enables immediate evaluation

of reffCE (and x) without recourse to such a computation. The

first step in establishing such an approximation is the selection

of the appropriate parameter space of relevance. It can be

readily anticipated that reffCE will depend on the material

parameters, s and k, and on the geometric parameter t.

In contrast, the geometric parameter rWE can be expected to

have negligible impact on the current and field lines when

rWE o t, and, similarly, that r0 will have no impact in the limit

r0 - N, expectations that are confirmed below. Accordingly,

simulations were performed over a range of values of s, k, t,
rWE, as specified in Table 1, under the constraint that rWE o t

and for a fixed, large value of cell radius, r0 (set to 3 cm). Each

parameter was varied over at least two orders of magnitude.

Although the ranges for the material and geometric parameters

are selected to represent typical experimental systems (see the

Experimental section), no generality is lost as a consequence of

the specific ranges selected. Each computation was composed

of approximately 15 000 grid points, whose spacing was

refined to yield higher resolution in the vicinity of the

electrode–electrolyte interfaces, as already noted above. Using

470 computed values of reffCE which obeyed the additional

Fig. 2 Correlation between the dimensionless parameters reffCE/t

and s/kt, where t is the electrolyte thickness, s is the electrolyte

conductivity, k is the electrode reaction rate constant, and reffCE is the

computed, effective counter-electrode radius. Points are the results of

the numerical calculations, limited to results for which reffCE o 0.85 r0,

and the line is the best fit to a phenomelogical, allometric function,

with the fit equation as given. Range of parameters utilized for the

generation of this figure are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Range of numerical fit input parameters utilized in generat-
ing Fig. 2 and the parametric fit expressed in eqn (13). Computations
carried out with r0 (= 3 cm) c reffCE.

Parameter Minimum Maximum Units

Reaction rate constant, k 0.005 10 (O cm2)�1

Thickness, t (with t 4 rWE) 0.01 1.0 cm
Working electrode radius, rWE 0.001 0.2 cm
Conductivity, s 1 � 10�5 1 (O cm)�1
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constraint reffCE o 0.85r0, it was ultimately found that the

results, Fig. 2, could be described by the allometric function:

reffCE

t
¼ f

s
kt

� 	
¼ 1:666þ 1:309

s
kt

� 	0:575
ðR2 ¼ 0:998Þ

ð13Þ

for s/kt values between 10�6 and 100. As anticipated above, by

restricting the geometries to those in which the radius of the

working electrode is less than the electrolyte thickness, reffCE is

independent of rWE.

Embodied in the results presented in Fig. 2 and the expression

above is the dependence of x on the material properties s and k

and geometric parameters t and rWE. The explicit relationship

is obtained by noting that the total current passing through

each of the electrodes is the same, and furthermore that the

reaction rate constants for the two electrodes are the same.

Using these equalities and making the reasonable assumption

that reffWE ErWE, one obtains from (9)

x ¼ RWE

RWE þ RCE
¼¼ 1

1þ ðrWE=r
eff
CEÞ

2
ð14Þ

where reffCE can be directly computed from (13).

As indicated above, it is to be expected that the solution to

the Laplace equation with the given boundary conditions will

be independent of cell radius in the limit r0 - N. To identify

the conditions under which r0 becomes significant, a series of

calculations were performed in which, for a fixed value of s/k
(= 3.41 � 10�2 cm) the overall cell radius was varied down to

a small value (0.1 cm). In Fig. 3 the isolation is plotted as a

function of overall cell radius for several specific values of the

working electrode radius (in particular, rWE = 0.2 mm,

0.4 mm, and 0.691 mm) for a cell with thickness t = 0.1 cm.

Beyond the expected observation that greater isolation is

achieved for working electrodes with smaller contact areas,

it is apparent that in all three configurations, the isolation is

independent of r0 once the overall cell radius reaches a value

approximately 20% greater than reffCE, consistent with the

criterion used to generate the data set of Fig. 2 (the value of

reffCE for each of the configurations is indicated directly on each

plot). This behavior is consistent with the observation that the

majority of the current flows through the central region of

the cell and thus increasing the cell radius significantly beyond

the calculated effective counter electrode radius has minimal

impact on the potential profile. A key implication of this

result is that for cells of sufficient radius, imprecision in

placement of the working electrode does not impact the

measured overpotential at that electrode. Such geometric

insensitivity sharply contrasts that of typical reference

electrode geometries in which slight misalignments in the

placement of electrodes can have a major impact on the

measured results, even in the d.c. limit explicitly considered

here.1,2 By relaxing the requirements of precision placement of

electrodes, the reference-less configuration greatly simplifies

the experimental fabrication steps.

It is of some value to consider the physical origin of the

dependence of isolation on the dimensionless quantity s/kt.
Referring to eqn (6), it is apparent that the overpotential Z is

proportional to the local component of the gradient in the

potential field along the direction normal to the interface,

with the proportionality constant being the ratio of the two

material parameters, s/k. As a consequence, solutions for Z,
and accordingly, the isolation, depend not on the individual

values of s and k but rather on the ratio s/k. The manner in

which x depends on this ratio is shown in Fig. 4 for several

specific values of cell thickness, t, with a fixed working

electrode radius, rWE = 0.1 cm. Because s and k were varied

independently to obtain these data, it is possible to confirm

that the resulting value of x depends only on the ratio, as

anticipated. Furthermore, the figure reveals that at a given s/k
value, the isolation increases monotonically with thickness.

This can be understood to result from the broadening of the

current distribution at the counter electrode, which lowers the

overpotential at that interface. Moreover, for a given cell

thickness, it is apparent that the isolation reaches limiting

Fig. 3 Dependence of isolation, x, on overall cell radius, r0, for 3

different working electrode radii (with values as indicated). Also shown

are the effective counter electrode radii calculated for each of these three

geometries from eqn (13), which applies when r0 is large. Calculations

performed for k = 0.615 O�1 cm�2, s = 0.021 O�1 cm�1, t = 0.1 cm.

Fig. 4 Dependence of electrode isolation on the ratio of intrinsic

material properties, s/k, for varying cell thicknesses (as indicated),

rWE = 0.1 cm, and r0 (=3 cm) c reffCE. Points represent computed

values and solid lines are guides to the eye.
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values at both extrema in s/k. At high s/k values, the electrolyte

approaches a state of ‘perfect’ conductivity, and the isolation

therefore approaches a value simply determined by the radii of

the two electrodes. At low s/k values, the potential distribution

within the electrolyte approaches that expected for perfect

(reversible) electrodes, and the isolation approaches a value

determined by rWE and t. Indeed, as evident from eqn (13), in

this limit, reffCE is simply 1.667t, and hence the isolation, via

eqn (14), depends only on the ratio rWE/t. Finally, although the

origin of the shallow minimum in x at approximately s/k = 0.1

cannot be readily explained, this feature was confirmed (via

extensive computations in this regime) to reflect the real behavior

of the system, rather than a computational artifact of mesh

resolution or convergence criterion.

4. Experimental parameters

Beyond cell geometry, two key experimental inputs are

required for the evaluation of the potential profile and

the extent of isolation of the voltage drop at the working

electrode. These are the electrolyte conductivity, s, and the

reaction rate constant, k. These two terms were determined

from an impedance measurement of an electrochemical cell

with a simple, symmetric geometry. The CsH2PO4 electrolyte

powder was synthesized from a stoichiometric aqueous

solution of Cs2CO3 and H3PO4 as detailed elsewhere.22

Composite electrodes were prepared from platinum black

(Sigma Aldrich—nom. B30 m2/g) and CsH2PO4 combined

in a 3:7 weight ratio and mechanically mixed. The tri-layer cell

was fabricated by a co-pressing method in which the three

powder layers were uniaxially cold-pressed between two 3/4’’

diameter porous stainless steel disks at 125 MPa for 20 min.

A.c. impedance measurements were carried out in an

in-house constructed apparatus in which the sample is

maintained at 240 1C under humidified conditions (to suppress

dehydration8) in a convection oven. The reactant gas, pure

hydrogen, was supplied at a rate of 30 sccm (MKS PR4000

mass flow control unit) and humidified by bubbling through

water held at 78 1C (pH2O(eq) = 0.43 atm). The total gas

space velocity at the cell was 1.4 cm/s. Data were collected in a

four-wire configuration using an Eco Chemie Autolab

PGSTAT302 equipped with a frequency response analysis

module. Measurements were performed at a voltage amplitude

of 10 mV over frequencies ranging from 10 mHz to 1 MHz.

The impedance spectrum obtained from the symmetrical cell

is shown in Fig. 5 in Nyquist form (�Zimag vs. Zreal as

parametric functions of frequency). Because of the high

conductivity of the electrolyte, the arc normally associated

with the electrolyte response is not accessible. What is evident

is the electrode arc which is displaced along the real axis from

the origin, where the offset corresponds to the magnitude of

the electrolyte resistance. While the electrode response appears

nominally as a single arc in the Nyquist representation, it was

found that the response could be best fit assuming two

processes using an (Relectrolyte)(RQ)(RQ) equivalent circuit

(where Q is a constant phase element with impedance

ZQ = A(io)�a). The sum of the two resistances is used to

represent the total interfacial impedance, and from this k is

simply (cell area � total interfacial resistance)�1. The value

measured here, 0.615 O�1 cm�2, is roughly 30 times smaller

than that implied from previous measurements of symmetric

CsH2PO4-based cells with platinum-based electrode

composites,22 with the difference resulting from differences in

electrode preparation methods and overall composition.

In contrast, the value of the electrolyte conductivity

(s = 0.0210 O�1cm�1), obtained from the impedance at the

high frequency limit, is in excellent agreement with earlier

reported values.22–25

5. Experiments using the reference-less geometry

For the experimental implementation of the reference-less

method, two asymmetric cells of substantially different

dimensions were fabricated. Both cells employed a

CsH2PO4 + Pt composite mixture identical to that described

above for both the counter and working electrodes. The area

of the working electrode was limited by using a simple

masking technique. After completion of the electrochemical

measurements, the working electrode areas were measured by

optical microscopy. The relevant dimensions for the two cells

are as follows: cell 1, t = 0.12 cm, rWE = 0.684 mm; cell 2,

t= 0.71 cm, rWE = 0.348 mm. The overall radius, r0, for both

cells was 0.953 cm. Based on these dimensions, the measured

material properties, and eqn (13), the predicted reffCE for the two

cells are 0.276 mm and 1.346 mm, respectively, implying

respective isolation values of 0.942 and 0.997. This explicit

calculation reveals that greater isolation is generally obtained

for greater thicknesses (for s/kt 4 1, Fig. 2), but this isolation

is achieved at the expense of higher system impedance, which

can lead to greater noise in the experimental data.

Electrochemical impedance and polarization measurements

were carried out using the same apparatus employed for

symmetric cell characterization and under the same experi-

mental conditions (T = 240 1C, atmosphere = flowing,

humidified hydrogen, with pH2O = 0.43 atm, gas-phase

space-velocity = 1.4 cm/s). As above, the a.c. impedance

measurements were performed with a 10 mV amplitude

around equilibrium at frequencies from 10 mHz to 1 MHz.

The d.c. polarization curves were collected under potentio-

static mode at a scan rate of 5 mV/s. The voltage ranges were

�300 mV for the thinner cell and �400 mV for the thicker cell.

The latter was measured with a larger voltage excursion

because the overall resistance is significantly higher.

Fig. 5 Impedance spectrum collected from a Pt + CsH2PO4

|CsH2PO4|Pt + CsH2PO4 symmetric cell at 240 1C under humidified

hydrogen, with pH2O = 0.43 atm.
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6. Results and discussion

The measured impedance spectra and electrode polarization

curves, for both cells, are presented in Fig. 6 and 7,

respectively. From the impedance data the resistances due to

the electrolyte and the electrodes (sum of the counter and

working electrodes) are immediately available, and in both

figures the results are corrected for the measured electrolyte

resistance for ease of comparison. Implicit in this correction

procedure is the assumption that the potential distribution

within the electrolyte is independent of frequency, an assumption

that is not explicitly examined here and indeed is often violated

in configurations that include a reference electrode.2 As

shown below, however, good agreement between measured

and computed impedances is obtained, suggesting that such

effects are negligible in the reference-less geometry.

Computationally, using the definition established for the

electrode overpotentials, eqn (9), the voltage drop across the

electrolyte is readily obtained and hence so is the electrolyte

contribution to the system resistance, in addition to the

resistances associated with each individual electrode. From

the value of the potential drop across the electrolyte, it is noted

that the strength of the electric field within the electrolyte

remains below 3 V/cm, justifying the implicit assumption

made in obtaining the electrode overpotential curves (Fig. 7)

that the electrolyte is ohmic over the voltage range of the

experiment.

In Table 2 a comparison is provided between the resistance

values obtained from the complete calculation, the analytical

prediction, and the experimental measurement in the

reference-less geometry. The predicted value in the case

of the counter electrode is that computed according to

(RCE = 1/(p(reffCE)
2k)), where the allometric expression (13)

to is used to obtain reffCE. In the case of the working electrode, it

is simply the result directly implied by the electrode area

(RWE = 1/(p(rWE)
2k)). In the case of the ‘experimentally’

obtained isolation value, here again the allometric expression

is used to obtain reffCE and, thereby, the determination

of isolation is made independently of a direct physical

measurement of rWE. That is, so long as the electrolyte

thickness is greater than the radius of the working electrode,

the computation yields reffCE and the measurement yields the

total electrode overpotentation, from which the isolation and

rWE can be deduced.

Overall, it is apparent that there is excellent agreement

between the three sets of values presented in Table 2. The

agreement between the computed and predicted electrode

resistances (within a fraction of a percent for cell 1, and within

3% for cell 2), as well as between the isolation values, indicates

that the allometric function provides a satisfactory representation

of the computational results. The agreement between the

computed and experimental results, in turn, validates the

computational approach.

The IR-corrected polarization curves reveal important

aspects of the electrochemical reactions. At zero to positive

bias, conditions that largely probe the hydrogen oxidation

reaction (forward direction for eqn (1)), the two electrode

polarization curves show excellent agreement and are

extremely linear. At the origin, the slopes are 0.621 and

0.646 O�1 cm�2 for cells 1 and 2, respectively. These values

are furthermore almost identical to the reaction rate constant

obtained from the symmetric cell measurements (0.615O�1cm�2)
and confirm that a high degree of isolation has been achieved.

That is, at zero (and positive) bias only the working electrode

contributes to the measured interfacial impedance. With

increasingly positive bias, the slopes decrease very slightly to

values of 0.519 and 0.556 O�1 cm�2, respectively, for the two

cells. At negative bias, at which the proton reduction reaction

is probed, the polarization curves are detectably non-linear

Fig. 6 Impedance spectra collected from Pt + CsH2PO4|CsH2PO4|Pt

+ CsH2PO4 microelectrode cells (asymmetric geometry) at 240 1C

under humidified hydrogen, with pH2O = 0.43 atm. Data are

corrected for ohmic resistance of the electrolyte and normalized to

the area of the working electrode.

Fig. 7 IR-corrected polarization curves collected from Pt +

CsH2PO4|CsH2PO4|Pt + CsH2PO4 microelectrode cells (asymmetric

geometry) at 240 1C under humidified hydrogen, with pH2O= 0.43 atm.

Data are corrected for ohmic resistance of the electrolyte and

normalized to the area of the working electrode.
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and diverge, with the slope for cell 1 reaching 1.1 O�1cm�2

(at Z = �0.12 V) and that for cell 2 reaching 1.4 O�1cm�2

(at Z=�0.7 V). These two effects (non-linearity and divergence)

are, in fact, manifestations of the same phenomenon. As

proton oxidation occurs at the working electrode, hydrogen

reduction, with its smaller reaction rate constant, occurs at the

counter electrode. With increasing forward bias, the relative

contribution of the working electrode to the sum of the

electrode overpotentials decreases, and the extent of isolation

decreases relative to the value at zero bias. Accordingly, the

data become more and more ‘polluted’ with the contribution

of the counter electrode and this effect is greater for the cell

with a lower initial isolation value. This result indicates that an

extremely high degree of isolation at zero bias is required if the

experiment is to retain a sufficiently high level of isolation over

the entire voltage range of interest to permit, for example, a

detailed mechanistic analysis.

Considering only the results at zero bias, in the case of cell 1,

the 94% isolation indicates that attribution of all of the

non-electrolyte impedance to the working electrode leads to

an overestimation of the potential drop at this electrode by

B5%. Consequently, an assumption without validation that

the electrode overpotential is sufficiently isolated at the

working electrode for an apparently attractive geometry can

easily lead to an underestimation of the electrochemical

activity of an electrode material. Alternatively, if one follows

the standard approach of using electrolyte resistance to calculate

electrode area from Newman’s equation, and then again

makes the assumption that the counter electrode resistance is

negligible, one would overestimate the radius of the working

electrode by 23%. With this radius, the calculated total

electrode resistance would be underestimated by 37%. These

large under and over estimates demonstrate the importance of

accurately assessing the level of true isolation in a micro- or

point electrode geometry.

These cautionary points notwithstanding, it is apparent that

even cell 1, with a zero-bias isolation value of 0.94, has

a sufficiently confined working electrode such that the

asymmetry of the electrochemical reaction, eqn (1), is revealed.

It is noteworthy that the hydrogen oxidation reaction, the

direction that is relevant for fuel cell applications, remains

linear over the range of overpotentials that are typically

encountered at the anode. The implication is that the reaction

rate constant obtained from a symmetric cell measurement is,

in the case of CsH2PO4-based fuel cells with Pt-based electro-

des, applicable for a phenomenological description of anode

behavior. It is also quite apparent that the electrochemical

reaction does not obey the Butler–Volmer equation,26 which

predicts a reaction rate constant that increases with increasing

(positive or negative) bias from zero. While a mechanistic

treatment of the reaction pathway is left for future investigation,

the observation of linear behavior may have relatively

immediate importance for macroscale fuel cell modeling.

7. Conclusions

It is demonstrated that, as alluded to in the literature, a

microelectrode geometry can be utilized to directly probe the

electrochemical characteristics of a single electrode without

the requirement of a reference electrode. The microelectrode

geometry can constrain the electrode potential drops in the

system such that the majority of the measured electrochemical

impedance is due to the working electrode of interest. A direct

correlation between isolation and geometric and material

parameters is presented here. From the complete numerical

computations, the relationship, specifically, the dependence of

the effective area of the counter electrode on the dimensionless

quantity s/kt, is explicitly mapped to a simple functional form.

From reffCE and the assumption that the potential at the small,

working electrode does not vary with radial position within

rWE, the extent of isolation is readily computed. It is further

shown that geometries which might intuitively appear to

provide sufficient isolation, can lead to gross over or under

estimates of material properties. Isolation at the 95% level

leads directly to an overestimation of the impedance of the

working electrode by B5%. Alternatively, if the area of

the working electrode is unknown, use of the Newman

relationship to obtain this value from a measurement of the

electrolyte resistance can lead to a very large overestimate, and

a correspondingly large underestimate of the area specific

impedance of this electrode. Furthermore, if the extent of

isolation changes with bias, as would generally be expected

because of the asymmetry of the electrochemical reactions,

interpretations of the polarization curves become increasingly

difficult. Thus, direct determination of the extent of isolation is

critical for the accurate determination of electrochemical

behavior. With sufficient isolation, the reference-less geometry

has the distinct advantage, as shown computationally, of being

Table 2 Comparison between computed, predicted and measured cell resistances for cells of two differing geometries and hence expected isolation
values. Cell-1: t = 0.12 cm, rWE = 684 mm, r0 = 0.953 cm, reffCE = 0.276 cm; Cell-2: t = 0.71 cm, rWE = 348 mm, r0 = 0.95.3 cm, reffCE = 0.135 cm.

Cell-1 Cell-2

Resistance (O) Computeda Predicted Measured Computeda Predicted Measured

Electrolyte 141.5 n/a 142.1 626.0 n/a 659.3
WE 110.7 110.6b n/a 438.0 427.9b n/a
CE 7.3 6.8c n/a 0.6 0.3c n/a
Total electrode 118.0 117.3d 115.5 438.6 428.2 425.2
Isolation (%) 93.8 94.3d 94.1e 99.9 99.9d 99.9e

a Directly computed using the definition of overpotential provided in eqn (8); b Estimated based on the area of the working electrode and the

assumption of a constant current density across the interface between the working electrode and the electrolyte; c Predicted on the basis of eqn (13)

(analytical expression); d Predicted based on comments (b) and (c); e Determined based on comment (c), from which the counter-electrode

resistance is evaluated, and from the experimentally measured value for the total electrode resistance.
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largely insensitive to electrode placement. This stands in contrast

to the strict requirements for accurate electrode placement in a

conventional experiment utilizing a reference electrode.

The methodology developed here is applied to the study of

hydrogen electro-oxidation at the Pt–CsH2PO4 interface. The

forward and reverse reactions (hydrogen oxidation and

proton reduction, respectively) are measurably different, with

hydrogen electro-oxidation displaying almost linear behavior

and proton electro-reduction displaying greater non-linearity

and greater impedance at any given current density.

Overall, the reaction does not follow classical Butler–Volmer

characteristics. The combined experimental and computational

approach demonstrated here provides a means for carefully

probing this reaction and establishing the reaction pathway.
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